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Hello everyone! Welcome to this episode of PodcArt, the weekly podcast that helps you improve 
your English through art and literature.  
 
Today we will focus on “Romeo and Juliet”, a love story that has captivated and engaged 
people and artists over many generations. It’s a tragedy and was written by William 
Shakespeare in the late 16th century.  
 
You will listen to five parts of the story as separate audio clips and then you will do exercises on 
each of those clips. So, let’s begin! 
 
Listen to the 1st part of the story and then do exercise A. 
 
A. Are these statements true or false? If they are false, say why: 

 
• The story of “Romeo and Juliet” takes place in the city of Verona, in the south of Italy. 

 

• The Capulets and the Montagues are the most noble and important families in the city. But 
they are enemies and they hate each other. 

 

• Lord and Lady Capulet have a son, his name is Romeo. The Montagues have a daughter 
and her name is Juliet. 

 

• When the play begins Romeo is very sad and melancholic; he is in love with a young 
woman named Rosaline but he feels that she will never love him back. 

 

• There is a popular single man in Verona called Count Paris; he is noble, rich and old. He 
wants to marry Juliet. 
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Next listen to the 2nd part of the story and then do exercise B. 
 
B. Answer the following questions: 

 
• Lord Capulet is going to have a masked ball at his house. Does he invite all the important 

people in Verona? 
 

• Who are Benvolio and Mercutio? 

• Why do Benvolio and Mercutio think that nobody will discover them if they go to Lord 
Capulet’s party? 

 

• Tybalt is Lord Capulet’s violent nephew; what does he want to do when he recognises 
Romeo at the masked ball? 

 

 
 

• At the masked ball Romeo and Juliet fall in love with each other; after the party, when 
they are on Juliet’s balcony, what do they decide to do the following day? 

 

Now listen to the 3rd part of the story and then do exercise C.  
 
C. Tick the right answers: 

 
a. Early in the morning _________ goes to _______ friend Friar Laurence, who is a priest. Friar 

Laurence agrees to marry the young couple. He thinks their marriage could end the hate 
between the two families.  

 
! Juliet/her ! Romeo/his
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b. Friar Laurence marries Romeo and Juliet later that day. Only Juliet’s _________ and the 
priest know about the wedding.  
 

! nurse ! mother 

c. Meanwhile ___________ and his men are looking for Romeo in the streets of Verona. They 
think that Romeo’s attendance of the ball the previous night was an insult to their family. 
 

! Tybalt ! Lord Capulet

d. ___________ meets Tybalt and challenges him; he doesn’t want Romeo to fight the 
violent nephew of Lord Capulet’s. So they start fighting. 
 

! Benvolio ! Mercutio

e. When Romeo comes he tries to stop the fight; however, the fight starts and Tybalt 
kills ___________. When Romeo sees his friend lying dead on the ground, he fights 
and kills ___________.  
 

! Mercutio/Tybalt ! Benvolio/Tybalt

f. The Prince of Verona condemns Romeo to  _________________. 
 

! exile ! death

g. Romeo and Juliet spend the night together and at sunrise he leaves for 
_____________. 
 

! Mantua ! Milano

 
Now listen to the 4th part of the story and then do exercise D. 

 
D. Complete these five short paragraphs with the right facts about this part of the story. 

Choose them from the list below: 
 

Everyboby · The Nurse · messenger · crypt · dead · Tybalt’s death · plan  
Friar Laurence · funeral · drink · wedding · liquid · Romeo · wake up · Count Paris 

 
1. Lord and Lady Capulet are very worried; they think their daughter Juliet is very sad 

because of _________________. They decide that Juliet will marry ______________ to 
forget her sadness and make her feel better. The ______________ will be the following 
day. 

 
2. ______________ doesn’t want to help Juliet to avoid the wedding. The Nurse thinks that 

Juliet should marry Count Paris because ______________ is exiled. So instead, Juliet 
goes to ______________ for help. 

 
3. The friar comes up with a ______________. He gives Juliet a liquid to ______________. 

She will fall asleep and everyone will think that she is ______________. Then the friar 
will take her to the Capulet’s crypt at the graveyard.  
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4. Friar Laurence will send a _____________ to Mantua to get in touch with Romeo so that 
he will return and be at the _____________ when Juliet wakes up. 

 
5. Juliet drinks the _____________ before going to bed and the following morning she 

doesn’t _____________ when her Nurse calls her again and again. _____________ thinks 
that Juliet is dead and they prepare her for her _____________. 

 
Finally listen to the 5th part of the story and then do exercise E. 

 
E. Check out Romeo & Juliet’s timelines below and order the events from the last part of 

the story chronologically: 
  

1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

Events 
 

  
 
Romeo’s servant does get to Mantua and tells him that Juliet is dead. 

 
  

 
When Romeo learns that his wife is dead he buys some poison at a pharmacy 
and leaves for Verona. 

 
   

Friar Laurence’s messenger couldn’t get to Mantua because the city is in 
quarantine. 

 
 

4 
 

5 
 

6 
 
7 

 
Events 

    
 
When Romeo arrives at the crypt and sees Juliet he thinks she is dead. 
He kisses her and then drinks the poison. Romeo dies immediately. 

     
Juliet grabs Romeo’s dagger and she kills herself. 

     
Friar Laurence arrives at the crypt and finds Romeo dead. 

     
Juliet wakes up but she does not want to leave with the priest. Juliet 
wants to be with her husband. 

 
 

8 
 

9 
 

Events 

  
 
Lord Capulet and Lord Montague decide to stop fighting and live in peace to 
honour their children’s memory. 

   
Friar Laurence tells the Prince of Verona, the Capulets and the Montagues all 
about Romeo and Juliet’s love story. 

 
 
We’ve come to the end of our episode today; I hope you enjoyed learning about Romeo & 
Juliet’s eternal love story. 

 
Thank you so much for being a part of the PodcArt community. Have an amazing week 
everyone and keep practising your English wherever you can. Good bye! 


